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FAQs on Basel III Compliant Additional Tier I 
Capital Instruments– Significant requirement, 
however significant risks for investors: ICRA 
 
The guidelines of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Basel III introduce stringent loss absorption clauses 
for hybrid instruments so that loss absorption kicks in before the “public injection of funds”. While both 
Tier I and Tier II instruments have significant loss absorption features, Tier I instruments are meant to 
absorb losses on a going concern basis, and therefore, the loss absorption trigger kicks in fairly early. The 
high loss absorption features of Tier I are likely to bail out depositors as well as investors in Tier II 
instruments well ahead of stress. The triggers for Tier II instruments, which also have loss absorption 
features, are meant to be invoked at the point of non-viability (PONV), and therefore, are likely to protect 
depositors and senior lenders on a gone concern basis. 

 
Table 1: Tier I Capital Requirements Significantly Higher under Basel III 

RBI Norms under  Basel 
III 

Minimum Common Equity Tier I Ratio 5.5% 

Capital Conservation Buffer (consisting of Common Equity) 2.5% 

Minimum Common Equity Tier I Ratio (including Capital Conservation Buffer) 8.0% 

Additional Tier I Capital 1.5% 

Minimum Tier I Capital (including Capital Conservation Buffer) 9.5% 

Tier II Capital 2.0% 

Minimum Total Capital Ratio
1
 (including Capital Conservation Buffer) 11.5% 

Additional Counter-cyclical Capital Buffer to be maintained in the form of Common Equity 
Capital 

0-2.5% 

Source: RBI 
  

August 2014 
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Chart 1: Estimated CET1 and AT1 Issuances 

The following frequently asked questions (FAQs) on Additional Tier I (AT1) instruments and their answers 
seek to create market awareness on the riskiness of these highly complex instruments. 

 
Q1.  What are the likely issuances of AT 1 in the Indian market? 

 
A1. With the capital requirement of Indian banks likely to go up gradually till 2018-19 (FY2019), Tier I 

issuances (Common Equity + AT1) are 
likely to increase significantly till that 

year. 
 
As Chart 1 brings out, while the AT1 
requirement for this fiscal year 
(FY2015) would be around Rs. 200 
billion, in subsequent years, the annual 
requirement could be as high as Rs. 
400–500 billion. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Q2. Are these instruments riskier than deposits, infrastructure bonds, or any other senior debt of the 
banks? 

 
A2. Yes, the risk of default and severity of loss are both significantly higher for AT1 instruments than for 
deposits or the senior debt of the issuing bank. 
 
This is so because AT1 investors may have to absorb losses on a going concern basis to protect depositors 
and are not expected to be bailed out by the Government. Default on AT1 could be triggered by the 
breach of the capital conservation buffer (less than 2.5%), breach of the CET1 threshold (less than 5.5%), 
at the “point of non-viability” (PONV) and in the event of loss. Since the probability of hitting these 
triggers is significantly higher than the likelihood of hitting the default triggers for senior debt, the default 
probability for AT1 is also correspondingly higher. 

 
In the case of conventional debt instruments, depositors

1
 (as well as other senior debt holders) benefit 

from strong Government support to banks because of their systemic importance. Besides, most banks in 
India are Government owned, strong support from the Government. as owner of the banks, in case of 
stress could also cushion them against the losses. It is because of such strong support that no scheduled 
commercial bank has defaulted in the past even as some have reported losses or have been in breach of 
minimum capital adequacy norms. Further, there have been instances in which weak banks have been 
merged with stronger ones at the Government’s instructions to protect depositors. 

 
While strong governmental support reduces the probability of liquidation for a bank, what adds to the 
comfort is that even on liquidation, deposits of up to Rs. 1 lakh individually are covered under the deposit 
insurance scheme of the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (DICGC). This 
reduces the severity of loss for depositors in the event of liquidation of a bank.  
Thus, senior debt holders and depositors are likely to face a loss only when a bank has significant asset-
liability mismatches or it undergoes liquidation. This would happen when the entire equity of the bank is 

                                                           
1
 Not covered by deposit insurance 

Note: Amounts in Rs. Billion: Source: Banks Reports, ICRA Research 
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wiped out despite infusion of funds by the Government and AT1 as well as Tier II bonds are written off or 
permanently converted into equity. 

 
 
Chart 2: Loss Events for Senior Debt  Chart 3: Loss Events for Basel III Compliant AT1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Q3. Are Basel III Compliant AT1 instruments riskier than Basel III Compliant Tier II bonds? 
 
A3. Yes, AT1 instruments are riskier than Tier II bonds issued by banks. This is so because in the case of 
AT1, default could be triggered by any of the events: drop in capital conservation buffer (below 2.5%), 
drop in CET 1 (below 5.5% by March 21, 2019 and 6.125% thereafter), point of non-viability (PONV) and in 
the event of loss. 
     
For Tier II on the other hand, it is only when bank reaches to point of non-viability (in the opinion of RBI) 
apart from the default triggers for senior debt. Moreover, the probability of hitting AT1 triggers is higher 
than the likelihood of hitting the point of non-viability (PONV) trigger. 
 
Chart 4: Loss Events for Basel III Complaint Tier II Chart 5: Loss Events for Basel III Compliant AT1 
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Q4. AT1 is perpetual in nature, can there be loss on the principal of AT1? 
 
A4. Yes, AT1 instruments are subject to write-off or conversion into common equity in the event that: 

 CET1 drops below a pre-specified level (5.5% till March 31, 2019 and 6.125% after March 31, 

2019), or  
 At the Point of Non-Viability (PONV), in the RBI’s opinion. 

These events could lead to permanent loss of principal for the investor or to conversion of investment 
into the more risky common equity shares. 

 
Q5. What happens if a bank reports loss, assuming it is not under liquidation? 

 
As table 2 shows, a banks’ ability to service coupon on  of AT1 could get impaired in a loss situation, while 
that of other instruments may not get impacted. 
 

Table 2: Banks’ Ability to Service Interest and Principal Payment in Various Scenarios 

  Type of Debt Instrument 

Deposit 
Investors/Senior 
Investors 

Tier II AT1 investors 

Ty
p

e
 o

f 
D

e
b

t 
Se

rv
ic

in
g 

Interest / Coupon Servicing Timely servicing Timely servicing, 
provided the 
bank is ‘viable’ 

Cannot be 
serviced, non-
cumulative 

Principal Repayment Timely servicing Timely servicing, 
provided the 
bank is ‘viable’ 

Not applicable 

Permanent Write-
off/Conversion to Equity  

Not Possible Only if bank 
breaches Point of 
Non-Viability 

Permanent write-
off /conversion If 
CET drops below 
5.5%/6.125% 

 
Further, if coupon servicing is skipped, the severity of loss (on the missed coupon) may be 100% since the 
coupon is non-cumulative, which means the bank concerned would not service the coupon even after it 
returns to profits subsequently. 

 
Q6. Apart from a loss situation, in what other events can investors suffer a loss either as result of 
missed coupon or loss of principal? 
 
A6. Apart from a loss situation, investors could suffer a loss in the following situations: 

 Drop in capital conservation buffer 

 Drop in Core Tier I capital below a pre-specified level (5.5% till March 31, 2019 and 6.125% after 
March 31, 2019) 

 At the Point of Non-Viability, in RBI’s opinion 
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Q7. What is the likelihood of missing the coupon or write-off under the above events? 
 

A7. Table 3 shows the probability of default on coupon and principal loss in various scenarios: 
 
Table 3: Probability of Default on Coupon and Principal Loss in Various Scenarios 

Event Probability of default on coupon Probability of write-off or 
permanent conversion of 

principal into equity 

Drop in capital conservation 
buffer 

High Relatively low 

Drop in core tier I capital below a 
pre-specified level 

High High 

“Point of non-viability” (PONV) 
 

High High 

 
Q8. What is a capital conservation buffer? 
 
A8. Banks are required to maintain a capital conservation buffer over and above the minimum CET1 
requirement of 5.5%. While the buffer requirement till March 2015 is nil, the same would increase 
gradually to reach 2.5% by March 2019. 
 
In case a bank’s capital conservation buffer falls below the required level (2.5% as on March 2019), it 
would be subjected to capital conservation, that is, there would be “restrictions on discretionary 
payments”. 
 
Q9. What are discretionary payments? 

 
A9. Discretionary payments include: 

 Dividends 

 Share buyback 

 Discretionary payments on AT1 capital instruments 

 Discretionary bonus payments to staff 
 
Q10. What would we the capital conservation buffer during the transition period? 

 
A10. The capital conservation buffer for the year ending March 2015 is nil; the buffer would increase by 
0.625% every year to reach 2.5% as in March 2019. 
 
Chart 6: Capital Conservation Buffer Requirement 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: RBI, ICRA Research 
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Q11. What would be the permissible level of discretionary payments during the capital conservation 
phase? 
 
A11. During the capital conservation phase, discretionary payments would be linked to the level of capital, 
that is, lower the capital conservation buffer (vis-à-vis the required levels), lower would be the 
discretionary payments. 
 
Further, the CET1 requirement would go up in phases till the capital conservation buffer reaches 2.5% in 
March 2019. Therefore, as seen from Table 4, maximum discretionary payments (as percentage of 
earnings) would get more restricted in FY2019. 
 
However, if a bank wants to make payments in excess of the amount allowed under the capital 
conservation norms, it would have the option of raising capital for the excess amount with the RBI’s prior 
approval. 
 
Table 4: Capital Conservation Norms in Various Scenarios of AT1 

CET1 ratio after including current periods retained earnings 

Maximum Discretionary 
Payments (% earnings) 

As on March 
2016 

As on March 
2017 

As on March 
2018 

As on March 
2019 

5.5-5.65625% 5.5-5.8125% 5.5-5.96875% 5.5-6.125% 0% 

5.65625-
5.8125% 5.8125-6.125% 

5.96875-
6.4375% 6.125-6.75% 20% 

5.8125-
5.96875% 6.125-6.4375% 

6.4375-
6.90625% 6.75-7.375% 40% 

5.96875-6.125% 6.4375-6.75% 6.90625-7.375% 7.375-8.0% 60% 

> 6.125% > 6.75% > 7.375% > 8% 100% 
Source: RBI, ICRA Research 

 
For example, if a bank’s CET1 drops to 6.5% as on March 31, 2018, it would be required to conserve 60% 
of its net profits; accordingly it would be able to make discretionary payments only to the extent of 40% 
of its net profits. However, if the CET1 were to drop to 6.5% as on March 31, 2019, it would be able to 
make discretionary payments only to the extent of 20% of its net profits. 
 
Q12. Can AT1 instruments be rated at par with deposits or senior debt of the same bank? 
 
A12. Given the high level of risks associated with AT1 instruments as discussed, it is highly unlikely that 
AT1 would be rated at the same level as deposits or senior debt issued by the same bank. International 
rating agencies rate AT1 instruments at least three notches lower than the senior debt. 

 
Q13. How many times in the past have banks breached these thresholds, that is, reported net loss in a 
financial year or their capital adequacy dropped below the regulatory minimum? 
 
A13. Over the last 20 years (FY1995-FY2014), there were 29 instances of public sector banks, or PSBs

2
, 

reporting annual net losses, and 17 instances of PSBs’ capital adequacy dropping below the regulatory 
minimum requirement. A period-wise break-up of these instances is presented in Chart 7. 
 
 
 

                                                           
2
 26-28 PSBs were in existence during this period 
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Chart 7: PSBs Reporting Net Loss or Capital Adequacy below Regulatory Requirement 

 
Source: RBI, ICRA Research 
Note: Data for FY1995 not available for CRAR; CRAR data belongs to FY1996-FY1999 

 
Q14. Despite so many instances of breach, there have been no instance of default on Tier II bonds, what 
has changed that could trigger default? 
 
A14. Since under Basel I, there were no restrictions on payouts in loss situations or even when the bank 
was in breach of capital adequacy norms, these payments were made. 
 
Even under Base II, although there were restrictions on coupon payment, capital linked triggers were low 
and were linked to a more lenient overall capital adequacy, while in a loss situation coupon payments 
could be made subject to the RBI’s permission. Therefore, no defaults crystallized even when two banks 
incurred loss as recently as in 2013-14. Going forward however, the very high level trigger for default 
under Basel III for AT1 instruments (CET1 of 8%) and the absence of the RBI’s discretion to permit coupon 
payment on AT1 instruments in a loss situation could trigger default on AT1. 

 
Q15. What is the possibility of recovery (or severity of losses) in case of default on coupon and 
conversion into equity? 

 
A15. Overall, the severity of losses is very high on AT1 instruments. The possibility of recovery on coupon 
is nil, given that the coupon is non-cumulative. At the same time, if the principal is written off, the 
possibility of recovery post-default is also nil. However, if the principal is converted into equity, the 
recovery percentage would be linked to the underlying share price. 

 
Q16. Why are retail investors not allowed to invest in AT1 instruments? 
 
A16. It could be because of the very complex nature of these instruments. 
 
Q17. How complex are these AT1 instruments in ICRA’s view? 
 
A17. These instruments would qualify as ‘Highly Complex’ on the ICRA Complexity Indicator. The Indicator 
classifies various kinds of financial instruments into three categories, Simple, Complex and Highly 
Complex, on the basis of their degree of complexity from the perspective of various market participants, 
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especially investors. Complexity refers to the ease with which the risk-return equation associated with an 
instrument may be estimated and analysed. 

 
Q18. Why are banks allowed to issue such risky instruments? 
 
A18. Banks are allowed to issue such instruments to provide greater protection to depositors and senior 
investors. As Chart 8 shows, depositors are likely to suffer losses only when the Tier II, AT1 and CET 
cushions have been fully depleted. 
 
Chart 8  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Q19. What would be ICRA’s rating approach for AT1 instruments? 

A19. As the loss absorption capacity of AT1 instruments under Basel III is higher than that of Basel II Tier I 
instruments. While there was no clause on write-off or conversion in the earlier instruments, the new 
instruments would have to be converted or written off even when the bank concerned is far from being 
unviable (5.5%/6.125% under Basel III). Further, as Chart 9 brings out, the trigger for “non-payment of 
coupon on Additional Tier I” is breach of the 8% Common Equity, unlike 9% overall capital adequacy under 
Basel II. 
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Chart 9: Default Zone for AT1 

 
 
 
Additionally, the provisions under point of non-viability could translate into permanent loss for AT1 
investors in case of injection of public funds. 
 
For PSBs, conventional ratings draw comfort from the strong likelihood of Government support. However, 
the restriction on coupon on “capital conservation trigger” (common equity falling below 8%) or principal 
conversion/write-off at pre specified common equity trigger at 5.5%/6.125% could get tested ahead of 
equity support from the Government. 
 
Although private sector banks typically have maintained better asset quality, superior and stable 
profitability and excess capital, the probability of a drop in common equity levels to 8% is relatively higher 
than the likelihood of default on conventional instruments. 
 
Considering these riskier features, ICRA would notch down the ratings of AT1 instruments to below the 
levels attained by the conventional instruments of the issuing banks, both in the public and private sector. 
ICRA’s assessment of the level of notching takes into account various factors, including: 

 Bank’s relative standalone financial/fundamental strength, including: 

o ICRA’s assessment of its asset quality 

o Bank’s past trends and the outlook for its core profitability 

 Bank’s relative ranking on its expected capitalisation levels under stress testing scenarios 

 Bank’s track record and philosophy on maintaining excess capital 

 Bank’s franchise, relative standing in equity market, its demonstrated ability in attracting fresh 
equity, and the quality and diversity of its investors 

 
The probability of capital erosion for banks (both public and private) with relatively higher scores on these 
parameters would be much lower, and therefore, the notching of ratings could be correspondingly lesser. 
However, banks scoring relatively low on these parameters would have a relatively higher probability of 
capital erosion, and therefore, the notching of rating in their case could be greater. 
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Please refer http://www.icra.in/Files/Articles/ICRA%20Rating%20Methodology%20for%20Basel%20III-
%20Revised.pdf for ICRA rating methodology for Basel III compliant non-equity capital instruments 
 
Q20. How would the rating transition and loss severity on AT1 instruments differ from those on 
conventional instruments? 
 
A20. The ratings of AT1 instruments could witness higher levels of rating transition and loss-severity 
versus conventional debt instruments. 
 
Q21. Would the coupon offered on AT1 instruments be higher than that on conventional instruments? 
 
A21. Given the riskier nature of AT1 instruments, banks are expected to offer higher coupons on them as 
compared with the coupons on conventional instruments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.icra.in/Files/Articles/ICRA%20Rating%20Methodology%20for%20Basel%20III-%20Revised.pdf
http://www.icra.in/Files/Articles/ICRA%20Rating%20Methodology%20for%20Basel%20III-%20Revised.pdf
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